have characterized all the invariant functionals on X which arise from a measure on Rl. They have shown that the space of such functionals on X is one-dimensional, and that if p is a measure on R1 which gives rise to an invariant functional on X, then there exists an integer p ^ 0, depending only on X, and a scalar X depending on p such that (1) u(f) = xf_^ f(x)x"dx, fEX.
We shall extend the above result in many ways. First, instead of measures, we shall take Schwartz distributions T which have Fourier transforms [3] . Then we shall also extend the class X of functions from invariant subspaces of CAR1) to invariant subspaces of L*(R}), i.e., the space of functions / on R1 satisfying x"/(x) G Lx, n = 0,1, •••. We shall also investigate invariant subspaces of L*(R2); i.e., the space of functions / on R2 satisfying x"ymf(x,y) G Lx, re, m = 0,1,2, • • • . However, in this case, we must at the outset give up any hope of obtaining a result stating that the invariant functionals always form a one-dimensional space as the following example showsi Let g and A be the functions defined by g(x,y) = (x2 -l)siny, -1 á * á 1, -*-^ y ^ tt, = 0, elsewhere,
A(x,y) = (y2-l)sinx, -láyáh -x g x á »", = 0, elsewhere.
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( ) This work was supported by the National Science Foundation grant number G-7430 and constitutes the major portion of the author's doctoral dissertation at Purdue University. The author wishes to thank Professor Meyer Jerison for his guidance and understanding. Let X be the invariant subspace of L*{R2) satisfying /(0,0) = 0 for all / in X, where / denotes the Fourier transform of /. Then g and A are in X. Define functionals F10 and FQ¡1 on X by Fo,i(/) = (-i) [df\x,y)/dy]x=0,y=0, fE X, Fx,o(f) = (-i) [df(x,y)/dx]x=0,y=0, fEX.
Then it is easy to see that these functionals are invariant on X. Moreover, Fx,0(g) = F0,x{h) = 0 and Fxfi(h) ^ 0, F0,x(g) ^ 0, so F0¡1 and Flj0 are linearly independent on X. Therefore the space of invariant functionals on X is at least two-dimensional. What we shall show, however, is that if X is an invariant subspace of L*(P2) and if (0,0) is an isolated point of fl ¡(s,OGP2:/(s,i) = 0|, fex then any invariant functional F on X which comes from the class of Schwartz distributions which have Fourier transforms satisfies the following: there exists a differential operator D such that T(f) = (P/)(0,0), fEX.
Moreover, the space of such invariant functionals will be shown to have finite dimension and we shall obtain the best upper bound for the dimension. It is assumed in this paper that the reader has a knowledge of the basic properties of Fourier transforms as in [l] and of the theory of distributions as in [3] . In particular, we shall use the notations in [3] for the various spaces of distributions.
2. Distributions applied to the study of invariant functionals. In this section we shall give a proof of a theorem similar to Theorem 4 in [2] . The importance of this result is that the method of proof generalizes to functionals on invariant subspaces of functions defined on RN, N > 1. Definition 2.1. L#(RN) is a class of functions defined on RN. A function fEL#(RN) if for every ordered set of non-negative integers p = (px, • • -,Pn),
When there is no chance of confusion we shall write L* = L#(RN). We note that CCC¿*, where CC=CC(RN) denotes the space of continuous functions with compact support on RN. Our invariant subspaces X will always be subspaces of L#. The main property that we want to prove about L* is that if f EL*, TE{Sf'')( = space of Schwartz distributions having Fourier transforms), then the "exchange rule" holds, i.e.,
(f*T) =fT
where "*" denotes the convolution product in the sense of distributions and the product on the right is distribution multiplication. Proof. It is enough to show that / is rapidly decreasing, i.e., /£ (0'c) [3, Tome II ]. Thus let A be a non-negative integer and putg(x) = (1 + x2)k,2f(x) ; we are to show g ■ <bn -» 0 if <f>n is a sequence of functions converging to zero in (2)Ll). But this is clear since <f>n converges to zero in C@l") and gELx.
The next result connects the notions of invariance and convolution product. We first define f~(x) = /(-x). Therefore c^ = c¡, i.e., T(/) = T(/,) so T is invariant on X.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore if TE iSf') is an invariant functional on an invariant subspace XEL* then the invariance condition can be expressed by f*T = cf,fEX. Theorem 2.3. Suppose X is an invariant subspace of L* and TE (¿^') is an invariant functional on X. If ¿(0) 9e 0 for some g EX, then there is a constant A such that (2) T(f) = \Jf(x)dx, fEX.
Proof. We have f~ *T = cf for all fEX. If we take the Fourier transform of both sides and use the exchange rule, we get f~T=cf5.
Multiplying both sides of this equation by ¿~ gives g~f~T = c¡g~b, and by symmetry, f~gf= cgf-5. Therefore c¡gb = cjb so that cfg~(0) = cgf'(0). But then c,g(0) = cÄ/(0) and this implies (2) if g(0) ^ 0. This theorem shows that there is no interest in studying invariant functionals on invariant subspaces X of L* in which g(0) j£ 0 for some g EX. Therefore we shall always assume that /(0) = 0 for all f EX.
Our next objective is to prove an analogue of Theorem 4 in [2] for invariant functionals TE {$^ ') on invariant subspaces of L*(R1). For each fEX, we define Z,= {tERl:f(t) =0}, and we put Z= r\iexZf. If, on the other hand, there is a smallest integer p > 0 sucA that Dpg(0) 5¿ 0 for some g EX, then there exists a constant X sucA that (3) T(f)=\j jpf(x)dx, fEX.
(We remark that if there is a g ^ 0 with gEX p\ Cc(Rl), then g is extendable to an entire analytic function so for this g we cannot have D¿g(0) = 0 for all i = 0 and therefore (3) holds. This is the same conclusion as Theorem 4 of [2] .)
Proof. We have f~ *T= cf for each fEX. We take the Fourier transform of both sides of this equation and apply the exchange rule to get
where 5 is the Dirac measure. We divide the proof into two cases: 0 is a limit point in Z or 0 is an isolated point in Z. Suppose first that 0 is a limit point in Z. Then there exist ynEZ such thaty"^0 and f~(yn) = 0, re = 1,2, •••, for each fEX. Therefore Dlf(Q) = 0 and by the theorem of the mean, Dlf(0) = 0 for all í St 0. Thus we shall show cy = 0.
Choose 4* EC", ^(0) = 1, support of *C [-1,1]. Then ¡Ovil. ^ Ak, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A = 0,1, • • •. Put <t>n(x) = ^(rex), re = 1,2, • • •. Then the support of <f>n is in [-l/ra,l/ra],PA*>"(x) = nkDki(nx) so||D*0"|» £ nkAk, A = 0,1, • ••. Now from (4) we have cf= C/^(0) = cf<t>n(0) = Tf~d>n, so in order to prove that 07= 0, it suffices to show /"<*>"->0 in iß), i.e., ||D"(f-<f>n)| «,-»0 for p = 0,1, •••. Write/ (x) = xp+1g(x) where^G C", and ||I>V|| ,|B"? = 0,1,2, •••. Then if xG [-1/n, 1/re] we can make an estimate of the form | D"(f~<pn) (x) | c/ra, where c is independent of x; thus || Dp(f~<t>n) || «, -»■ 0_ Now suppose that 0 is isolated in Z. We shall show that the support of Tis contained in \\¡^XZ¡-. If x0G Zf, then there is a neighborhood V of x0 disjoint from Zf. Let 4>E(&v)', we shall show T ■ d> = 0. We define
Then aE (3>v), of' = <b and since 0 (£ V, 0 = C/a(0) = f~fa = T • <f>. Hence x0 (£ support of t so we have shown that the support of T is in Zs~, and consequently the support of T is contained in -Z. Since 0 is isolated in Z, 0 is isolated in -Z so we can find a neighborhood U of 0 such that the support of T meets U only at 0. Hence in U we have [l, p. 100] r (5) T = Z an-D"5, a" constants. In the case where XEL*(R2) our example in the introduction shows that the situation is quite different. We do have, however, the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let X be an invariant subspace of L*(R2) such that (0,0) is an isolated point of \\fexZf=\\iex\(s,t)ER2'.f(s,t)=0},andletT G (¿^') be invariant on X. Then there is an integer t St 0 and constants a¿J sucA that (7) T(f) =£ aijD^f(0,0), fEX. i+iit Proof. As in the proof of the last theorem, we have License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
and this implies that in a neighborhood U of (0,0), we have (9) T = Z OyD*»l.
i+j Si
We choose 0 G (^u) such that 0(0,0) * 0 and Z)M0
Then from (9) we get
Under the hypotheses of this theorem, we see that T(f) is given by a finite linear combination of derivatives of Fourier transforms of / evaluated at the origin. Our task in the remainder of this paper is to show that these functional form a finite-dimensional space and to find the best upper bound for the dimension of this space.
A class of invariant functionals. In this section we shall investigate the class of invariant functionals on an invariant subspace X, generated by functionals of the form
where p and q are non-negative integers, fEX and / denotes the Fourier transform of /. The main result of this section is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a finite linear combination of functionals of the type (11) to be translation-invariant on X. From now on X will denote a fixed invariant subspace of L*(R2); I, R --and C will denote the non-negative integers, the reals and the complex numbers, respectively. For every pair (p, q) E I2 we have the linear functionals FM on X defined by (11). In view of Theorem 2.3 we see that there is nothing of interest in studying those X for which F00 ^ 0 on X so we shall assume that F0>0 = 0 on X. Furthermore, we may assume that FPi0 ^ 0 on X for some (p,q)El2-Then we have integers m, ra, A in / with the properties that m + re = A > 0, Fmn ^ 0 on X Let 3^= JF(X) denote the nonzero invariant functionals on X of the type Fp,,. The next two lemmas will show that 3* has at most A + 1 elements. and then k = 2, 3^= 3^(X) = {^0,2,-^1,1,-^3,0}-On the other hand, there is no space X for which 3^(X) = j ^2,^1,1,^2,1), for by the previous lemmas FXA and F2iX cannot both be nonzero and invariant. Finally, there are spaces X for which 3^(X) has less than k + 1 elements. For example, let X = j /G L*(R2):F0j(f) = 0 for all je I).
Then since the function g(x,y) defined by g(x,y) = sin x sin y if |x| ^ w, \y\ 5¡ ir/2 and zero elsewhere is in X and Fxo(g) ¿¿ 0, we see that k = 1, 3*(X) = {Fi,0} and 3*(X) has less than k + 1 elements.
For later use we formally state the next obvious corollary. (Here the brackets denote the linear hull of a set of vectors, i.e., the space of finite linear combinations of elements of the set.) Therefore in (16) we may assume that only those terms with 0 < (i -a) The proof is straightforward and we omit the details. Now we can write any functional of the form (19) as (21) F-ZMVi + F,., ¡=o where Ft_x = ZP=2G';> e¡ = ei 0 ^ i g> t. We then make the following definition.
Definition 3.8. Let F be a functional defined by (21). If F has a nonzero coefficient on level t, we say that (16) is a representation of F of order t, and we call F -Ft-X the principal part of this representation. We then have the following corollary to Lemma 3.7. Thus in the case where 3? contains A + 1 linearly independent elements, we see dim 3^ = k + 1. In the next section we shall show that it is always true that dim 3 ¿ A + 1.
4. The finite-dimensionality of S~. where m = mx < m2 < ■ ■ ■ < ms = A -re. Let <> A and let F be an invariant functional on X having a representation of order t; i.e., F is given by (21) where not all 0¡ -0, 0 g i á t. From Corollary 3.10, we see that (23) holds, for all X, 0 ^ X ^ t -k. Now if FM_; £ 3f, then FiM^ = 0. Therefore, we get It follows that the number of nonzero 0,'s appearing in (26) is bounded above independently of t. We state this more precisely as Lemma 2. // F is an invariant functional having a representation of order t > k, then the number of nonzero coefficients in the principal part of F is at most k + 1 -s where s = dim J^. The next step in the proof is to show that if we have an invariant func-tional F having a representation of order t> k and r is any integer such that t> r> k, then we can find an invariant functional having a representation of order r whose principal part is closely related to the principal part of F. Proof. We shall first prove (A). In the invariance equation for F we look at the coefficient of vl~r. By Corollary 3.9, it is 0 = | Z ( _ l) »¡F,r-i + *r-l) + ko, where A0 G [3(f\. We put * = { j ; then * G [3f] and * has a representation of order r. Applying Lemma 1 gives us the desired form for *. The proof of (B) is similar; we use Corollary 3.9 to find the coefficient of u'~r in the invariance equation for F.
Let t and r be integers, t St r > A and suppose that F and G are invariant functionals having representations of orders t and r, respectively. Then we have m-l "y'+l-1 t
y'eJ i=my+2 i=i-n+l (32) G=Z^i,r_,+ Z Z <Mr,r_,+ Z <PiFi,r-i+Gr-X, i=0 jEJ i=mj+2 ¿=r-n+l and we see that there is a one-one correspondence between the indices appearing in the principal parts of F and G given by License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use i <-> i if 0 ^ i ^ m -1 or m¡ + 2 S» í g mJ+i -1, j G ^, £ -re + x<->r -re + x ifl^x^re.
Then using Lemma 3, we see that if F is an invariant functional having a representation of order t > k of the form (26) where 0,o ¿¿ 0, and if t > r > k then there is an invariant functional G = Z^oöiFi.r-i + G>_i having a representation of order r where <hi(j = 0. We use this fact to prove Lemma 4. Let t and r be integers with t^r>k and let F and G be invariant functionals having representations of orders t and r given by (31) and (32), respectively. If i0 is chosen so that O^^O, 0¿ = 0 if i < i0 then there exists an invariant functional G of the form Proof. If t = r we put G= G-((b^/O^F. If t> r we have two cases to consider, namely, 0 ^ i0 ^ t -re and t -re < i0 ^ i. If 0 ^ t0 ^ t -re, we apply Lemma 3A to obtain *G[^]with[0lo(;:;^]%o.
Then we put 5-°-*l>C-t)F* and G has the required properties. If t -n < i0 ^ t, we use Lemma 3B and a similar argument gives us the desired result.
We shall now select a set of invariant functionals which we shall show forms a basis for 3^ having at most k + 1 elements.
Let 2 be the maximal number of nonzero coefficients appearing in the principal part of any invariant functional having a representation of order Let |i£/:m+2ái| mj+x -1JEJ\ = \ix<i2< ■■■ <iP], and consider the array of z columns and 2+1 rows: . Moreover, we may again assume_ that not all b¡1 = 0, 0 ¡*i £z -1. Here again we can only mess up a 6'/ with t¿ > t¡ so that by repeated application of this method we finally satisfy (ii)î+1 and since our applications of Lemma 4 do not effect (i),+1 or (iii),+l, we see that by induction (i)2_x, (ii)2 i and (iii)2_i hold. We put c?=6?, 0 á » á Z -1, and A, = Pf"1, 0 ^ i ^ z and we see that the proof of the lemma is complete.
We are now ready to obtain the desired contradiction. From (i) in Lemma 5, A0 has a representation of order less than p0 so by definition of p0, A0 G [3t]. From (iii) of Lemma 5, with ß = 0, we have [3t,H0] = [3f?,A0] = [3t] so that H0E[3t], a contradiction. Thus the theorem is proved in the case where 3? is an independent set.
We shall now consider the case where 3? is a dependent set. The main idea is to obtain for any F E -^ of order í > A, a representation analogous to (24). Once this has been done, the proof follows just as in the previous case.
Thus, let 3f be a dependent set and let m and re be defined as before. We choose a maximal independent subset 3t i = \ Fmvk_mi,Fmj,/,-^, • • -, F^,*-*,,¡ (m ^ mx < m2 < ■ ■ ■ < ms = A -re) Now suppose t > k and >=o is an invariant functional on X of order t > A. Our aim is to prove a result like Lemma 1. The first step in this direction is the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let i be an integer such that 1 g i á «■ Then for 0 ^ X ^ t -A, we Aaye
where c)k,,> is independent of t. ;'=i-A+l
Proof. From
Thus we have shown that any invariant functional F having a representation of order t > k can be put in the form (53). This is the analogue of (26) in the case where 3? is a dependent set. We see from (53), that the number of nonzero coefficients appearing in the principal part of F is again at most A + 1 -s where s is the dimension of 3f ■ The rest of the proof of the theorem proceeds exactly as in the case where 3tf is an independent set. 
